
 
 
 
 

COMPANY OVERVIEW 
 

 
PREVX ltd is a security software vendor at the forefront of innovation into 
Intrusion Prevention technologies. Formed in 2001 by a group of skilled 
technologists, the company has spent the last two years focused on 
extensive R&D into the real world needs of customers for host centric 
security technology.  
 
The risk of malicious damage through hacker attack or worm virus infection is escalating rapidly, as 
is the number of operating system and application vulnerabilities requiring security patches. This 
comes at a time when the need for comprehensive security is at odds with business drivers, such as 
the need for a highly distributed and often "boundary less" business model.  
 
At PREVX, we have made it our mission to address this issue, creating innovative security software 
that requires minimal management and maintenance, allowing businesses to operate, as they need 
to, confident that their systems are protected against hacker intrusion, worm and other malicious 
attacks.  
 
Our products take a fresh and innovative approach to the field of Host Intrusion Prevention Software 
(HIPS). Prevx Enterprise protects servers and desktops against known and unknown hacker, virus 
and malicious attacks at the source. Unlike Intrusion detection systems, which merely alert you to an 
attack, Prevx Enterprise identifies the intrusion and proactively shuts it down. This provides essential 
backup to the patching process, removing the risk of infection due to delayed issue or application of 
patches and reducing fear of ‘zero day attacks’. Easy to use, and extremely low maintenance, Prevx 
Enterprise offers the highest levels of protection, without the need for complex configuration or 
signatures.  
 
Since its’ conception in 2001, our company has attracted some of the industry’s leading talents in 
technology, security and business to its’ management team. Our multi-national Research and 
Development group includes industry luminaries in software reverse engineering, the development of 
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) and Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS), as well as the broader 
security technology arena.  
 
We take our products to market through our direct sales team and a highly regarded network of 
partners and resellers. Our PREVX Partners are high profile technology and service vendors such as 
IBM and Sun Microsystems and our partnership enables the creation of customer specific solution 
sets. Our Authorised Resellers are chosen for their knowledge and professionalism in the IT security 
arena, as well as their own chosen vertical markets.  
 
Prevx Enterprise is designed to offer a comprehensive level of Intrusion Prevention to organisations 
in any vertical market. Our product has proven success in preventing damaging intrusion with a 
range of customers including leading ISP’s, financial service companies, and defence and technology 
organisations. 
 
 
About PREVX 
PREVX is an intrusion prevention software vendor whose products prevent malicious intrusion by hackers and 
Internet worm viruses.  It has developed a market leading Host Intrusion Prevention System (IPS), which protects 
against both known and new (zero-day) threats that bypass firewalls and can’t be detected by anti-virus products.  
Launched in 2003 following two years of extensive R&D the company is formed of a worldwide team of security 
software experts.  IPS is the latest development in the arms race against the hacker and virus writer community 
and provides the final piece of the security jigsaw alongside anti-virus products and firewalls. www.prevx.com 
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